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Cindy was at the top of her game – steady clients, 
organized books, home in order (yes, our home, 
each individual room relates to a part of our lives). 
It is all a mirror and reflection of what is going on 
inside of us. 

Everything seemed great on the outside – A steady 
income of $5K a month –underneath it all Cindy 
had ‘no’ social life or significant other. I intuitively 
heard what Cindy was not telling me: order to Cindy 
meant control. 

Order often equals expansion but in this case, 
order was used to control Cindy’s environment. 
The Divine, God is in charge. This invisible Power 
is driving your vehicle, your mind, through your 
thoughts. Cindy wanted to change and learn to 
connect in relationships. We started going through 

her past relationships and discovered her root 
challenge. Once this was brought to the light, 
we added personalized SMT’s (spiritual mind 
treatments) and creative outlets that felt safe and 
do-able for Cindy. 

Next, we addressed increasing her business. Once 
again, I am happy to report that her flow opened up. 

Our relationships, our vocation, our 
money, our family and friends are all 
interconnected. 

Once great rule of thumb is that ORDER 
= EXPANSION except when we come 
from a place of CONTROL
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Trying to Control Everything

“Rev Jayne is phenomenal. I am finishing Prosperity Plus II with Rev Jayne next 
week. The 15-minute calls are so good. I’m going to do regular coaching calls. This is 
a deal to get to work with her!!!!!”

Cindy
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Sophia’s ministry-business was coasting along, but 
no fireworks were happening. A few great checks 
here and there but then things would go right back 
to the same way: just enough to cover expenses. 

Sophia was determined to up her game in her 
ministry business. Sophia knew her avatar, was clear 
on her why, had a vision, was working her plan but 
lacked the understanding of claiming her income 
weekly. It’s more believable to our subconscious 
to accept a lower amount of money. This is why 
focusing on a weekly amount works.

When we get too far out in our mind, we lose sight of 
the now. There is only now. This moment, creation 
happens right now in this moment. Once Sophia 
focused on shifting from a monthly or annual 
mindset around income, to a weekly income and 
adding the concept of The One Thing by Gary Keller, 

Sophia started getting results in her relationship 
area, in her next steps around purchasing a home 
and in her finances. It really is all connected. 
Previously, her steady income stream averaged $4k 
a month. Once we shifted her mindset it rose to 
$2,500 a week. She also secured a $25,000 personal 
donation! 

Sophia is still in the process of manifesting this 
result. It is happening and now we are looking at the 
frequency and consistency. She still has her steady of 
$4k a month and now we are making the chunks of 
$2,500 a week, a norm. 

Chunks of Cash-Flow and Steady Income are 
the key to a 6-Figure and multiple 6-Figure 
Business Incomes.
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Coasting along pattern - Just Enough

“Jayne was the catalyst of seeing next steps clearly in reasonable choices and as each 
of these began demonstrating at an accelerated rate. Two weeks ago, I had a major 
upset that in the past would have sent me spiraling downward into obsessive thoughts 
that would then distract me from my intentions. Jayne snapped me out of it with her 
‘Highway to the Divine’ and her ‘Unicorn technique’; it was miraculous and no words 
can describe it. Thank you from the deepest part of my heart.”

Sophia
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Heather has a pattern of migraine headaches and 
sleep apnea. When she is on – she is wonder woman: 
beautiful, talented and smart. Heather is a force of 
genius when she is on her game. We all are. Heather 
consistently brings in a high-multiple 6-figure 
income and is boarding 7-figures now. Heather is 
a minister who uses SMT and has a strong daily 
spiritual practice. The challenge is that Heather 
is outstanding at everything she does until she 
overthinks. To tune into Heather, I had to heighten 
my sense perception organs by connecting deeply 
with my medical intuitive gift – via the mid-brain. 

The mid-brain is the highest level of access point for 
answers. The antithesis of this is the amygdala part 
of our brain located at the brain stem. The amygdala 
creates reactions of fight-or-flight responses out of 
survival. There is the part of us that goes bonkers: 
when we are triggered, we can become irrational. It is 
our animal nature, our fear-based thinking. 

Next, our frontal, intellectual brain gives us 
reasonable and practical solutions. For something 
like headaches, this part of the brain points us 
toward getting medical attention, using mainstream 
drugs, getting Botox injections in the back of the 
head, checking out acupuncture or it directs us to 
something like essential oils. All are good and there is 
a 3rd much higher level of answer we can acquire in 
our spiritual toolkit, accessing the mid-brain. 

This is our Divine essence – our highest and BEST 

solution area, our Divinity, Our Divine Signature 
as Dr. Goswami, expert on Quantum Physics, 
calls it. Anyway, Heather was becoming desperate 
for solutions for her migraine headaches and 
sleep apnea. She had tried everything. Heather 
had exhausted her alternative homeopathic and 
allopathic medical choices. 

Heather was using SMT with success and so we 
integrated even more to ensure her continued 
successful outcome. 

Because I have been a medical, psychic intuitive for 
over 24 years, my sense perception organs through 
Kundalini daily practice and meditation, my pineal 
and master gland-the pituitary gland coupled 
with the thymus- are very perceptive. I got a hit on 
strategies to support what Heather was doing already. 
I am elated to report that exceptional progress is 
happening for Heather. 

Her episodes are less frequent. Heather bounces back 
faster and her anxiety is lessening. Heather may take 
6 days, 6 hours, 6 minutes or 60 seconds to clear her 
old pattern of too much thinking, too much planning. 

It is up to each of us to listen to our inner promptings 
and follow our guidance to reach out for support when 
we need it. How quickly we let go of our old ways is 
up of us: It’s a choice to integrate new ways of being. 
Mary Morrissey calls living from the “green-growing 
edges” of our Higher Self.  
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Migraine Headaches & Sleep Apnea

“Rev. Prosperity Jayne has helped me stand in my own power each day. With her help, I am 
able to consistently focus on my wholeness in Service of my community and my own abundant 
and delicious life! Thanks Rev. Jayne! I am so grateful to you!”

Heather
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Now these successful business owners can share and help others feel the 

FREEDOM and FLEXIBILITY that comes with Success. 

Ask yourself honestly, what do I want  
MY responses to be to my loved ones in 2018?  

Living a charmed life, being who we were  
called to be is truly the way to go. It’s a Choice!

MAKE THE LEAP – JOIN OUR COMMUNITY  
Gain Access to our Templates – Our Meditations – Our Community is comprised of 
Business Owners who want to make a Difference in the World doing Business the 

CONSCIOUS WAY using Spiritual Tools!

3-Minute Kundalini  
Breathing Exercise  

This exercise will balance the Emotional 
and Nervous Systems plus it Deepens Our 
Connection to the One Mind, The Divine 

Within, via the Mid-Brain.

Go to this website: http://yanavcsl.org/3-
minutes-to-inner-calm/

I share these stories in the hope of providing 
spiritual tools and a sense of hope for those who 
seek to grow their conscious businesses.  This 
world needs conscious business owners who are 
tuned-in, tuned-up and are richly Prospering to the 
tune of 6 -figures.  

It’s not about the money, it’s about who we 
become in the process, 

The highest and best version ourselves!

Make the Leap - Join Our Community

“We can’t afford that right now” or “It’s not a priority right now, I am choosing to 
spend the money another way, sorry”. 

Rev. Prosperity Jayne - a statement to one of my teens
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